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HOMOGENEOUS FRACTIONAL EMBEDDINGS
PIERRE INIZAN
Abstrat. Frational equations appear in the desription of the dynamis of various
physial systems. For Lagrangian systems, the embedding theory developped by Cresson
[Frational embedding of dierential operators and Lagrangian systems, J. Math. Phys.
48, 033504 (2007)℄ provides a univoal way to obtain suh equations, stemming from a
least ation priniple. However, no matter how equations are obtained, the dimension
of the frational derivative diers from the lassial one and may indue problems of
temporal homogeneity in frational objets. In this paper, we show that it is neessary
to introdue an extrinsi onstant of time. Then, we use it to onstrut two equivalent
frational embeddings whih retain homogeneity. The notion of frational onstant is also
disussed through this formalism. Finally, an illustration is given with natural Lagrangian
systems, and the ase of the harmoni osillator is entirely treated.
1. Introdution
For about twenty years, the frational alulus has known signiant development, a-
ording to its suesses in various domains, suh as haoti dynamis, visoelastiity, aous-
tis, eletriity or polymer hemistry [1, 2, 3, 6, 10℄. In this ontext, frational equations
are used for modeling physial phenomena. No more onsidered as formal objets, but as
physially signiant, one may expet them to be homogeneous, a fundamental priniple
of the physial equations. In other words, the objets of a same equation must have the
same dimension, expressible in terms of fundamental units, suh as length L, mass M or
time T . For example, the dimension of a fore F is [F ] = M L2 T−2.
However, in many frational equations we an nd in litterature, homogeneity is not
respeted. Let rm up details of our topi: from a stritly mathematial point of view, this
notion of homogeneity is meaningless. The problem arises only if the equations onsidered
are suseptible to model a physial system. But in that ase, this question is fundamental.
However, the problem is often hidden in modelisations beause the onstants are seen as
parameters to t.
How to obtain frational equations in time ? The usual approah onsists in subsistuting
in the lassial equation onsidered the derivative d/dt (homogeneous to T−1) by a new
one, dα/dtα (homogeneous to T−α), with 0 < α < 1. Clearly, this transformation does not
onserve the temporal homogeneity of the equation. This remark would apply to frational
derivatives in spae, but in this artile, only the temporal ones will be onsidered.
The problem of the passage from the lassial ase to the frational one has already been
disussed in [4℄. Shifting the derivative leads to frational equations, but, from a physial
point of view, is it the right proedure ? Do the frational equations obtained remain
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physially relevant ? Answers are given in the ase of Lagrangian systems. Extending the
least ation priniple, Cresson [4℄ provides an univoal method, the frational embedding,
whih leads to frational equations. The respet of this other fundamental priniple makes
the equations suseptible to onserve a physial meaning.
This artile is in keeping with this philosphy. In setion 2, it is shown that an extrinsi
harateristi time has to be introdued. After having presented the notion of embedding
in setion 3, we show in setion 4 that this time onstant leads to two equivalent methods of
frational embedding, whih additionally onserve homogeneity. The notion of frational
onstant is also adressed. Finally, an illustration is given in setion 5 with the ase of
natural Lagrangian systems. A omplete resolution is given for the harmoni osillator.
2. Extrinsi harateristi time
In this paper, the notation dα/dtα will onern an unspeied frational derivative, exept
in setion 5.2. Moreover, the diulties inherent to frational derivatives (for example,
dα/dtα ◦ dα/dtα 6= d2α/dt2α in general) won't be addressed here.
As it has already been said, the frational aspet of equations ours with derivatives
generalized to noninteger orders. If this sustitution is done in one term of an equation, the
other ones have also to be modied so as to preserve homogeneity. As a rst example, we
onsider the damped osillator equation,
d2
dt2
x(t) + λ
d
dt
x(t) + ω2x(t) = 0. (1)
The onstants λ and ω are homogeneous to T−1. Replaing d/dt by dα/dtα gives
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + λ
dα
dtα
x(t) + ω2x(t) = 0.
This equation is non-homogeneous: the three terms have dierent temporal dimensions
(T−α, T−(1+α) and T−2). A homogeneous version ould be
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + λα
dα
dtα
x(t) + ω2αx(t) = 0. (2)
Things are getting trikier with the diusion equation,
∂
∂t
u(x, t)−D
∂2
∂x2
u(x, t) = 0, with [D] = L2 T−1. (3)
If the operator ∂/∂t is diretly remplaed by ∂α/∂tα, the only way to preserve the
temporal homogeneity is to shift D into Dα. We obtain
∂α
∂tα
u(x, t)−Dα
∂2
∂x2
u(x, t) = 0.
Unfortunately, this equation beomes now nonhomogeneous in spae: ∂α/∂tα has no
spatial dimension, whereas the spatial dimension of Dα ∂2/∂x2 is L2(1−α). The only way
to preserve the spatial homogeneity is to hange ∂/∂x by ∂α/∂xα, whih leads to
∂α
∂tα
u(x, t)−Dα
∂2α
∂x2α
u(x, t) = 0. (4)
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Regarding the numerous studies dealing with that equation (for example, [8, 13℄), one
of the most used in frational alulus, this ase seems too restritive. Aording to [13,
hap. 16℄, anomalous transport annot be desribed by (4) (beause the transport exponent
remains lassial).
As a last example, we onsider the free fall equation,
d2
dt2
x(t) + g = 0. (5)
The dimension of the gravity aeleration g is [g] = LT−2.
If d2/dt2 is hanged diretly into d2α/dt2α, it is impossible to obtain an frational and
homogeneous equation.
A rst onlusion ould be drawn: a neessary ondition for an equation to be physially
relevant in the frational ase is the possibility of obtaining a homogeneous formulation.
In this ase, the damped osillator and the diusion frational equations ll this ondition,
unlike the free fall equation.
However, the onstants whih appear the equations may be built from other onstants.
For example, the gravity aeleration g is in fat dened by g = GMT R
−2
T , where G is the
gravity onstant, MT et RT the mass and the radius of the Earth. So, equation (5) an
provide a frational and homogeneous equation,
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + gαR1−αT = 0.
Therefore, the initial equation itself is not susant to onlude if the frational equation
derived is physially relevant or not. This rst onlusion is onsequently invalid.
Moreover, if no restritions are added, there may be several ways to obtain frational
equations, whih is unsatisfatory. Indeed, (1) an notably turn into
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + λα
dα
dtα
x(t) + ω2λ2α−2x(t) = 0,
or into
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + λ2α−β
dβ
dtβ
x(t) + ω2αx(t) = 0, 0 < β < 1.
Both of these equations dier from (2).
Faing this problem of underdetermination, equations have to be onstrained so as to
provide a unique frational and homogeneous equation. As it was mentioned above, the
frational embedding plays this part in the ase of Lagrangian systems. It implies, among
others, that there is a single frational exponent in frational equations desribing suh
systems. Furthermore, it does not modify the onstants of the initial equation. One the
Lagrangian is given, the struture is totally determined and the frational aspet appears
only through the swith of d/dt into dα/dtα. Consequently, a suitable frational operator
should not modify the homogeneity of the initial equation. Two possibilities are oneiv-
able. The rst one is the temporal nondimensionalization of the system: the lassial and
frational temporal operators beome dimensionless, and the homogeneity of the equation
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is preserved. The seond method onsists in hoosing a frational operator whih dimen-
sion is the same as the lassial one, i.e. T−1. Both of them require the introdution of
a time onstant τ . The examples above show that τ may not be determined diretly by
the equation (see (5)), or that several onstants ould suit for τ (see (1)). Consequently,
the time onstant τ has to be postulated, and dened a priori, i.e., independently of the
lassial equation. The introdution of suh a onstant enables to solve the problem of
homogeneity, while remaining ompatible with the frational embedding.
3. General embeddings
We adapt here the embedding notion presented in [4℄.
3.1. Embedding of dierential operators. Let f = (f1, . . . , fp) and g = (g1, . . . , gp) be
two p-uplets of C∞ funtions Rk+2 −→ R. Let a, b ∈ R with a < b. We denote by O(f, g)
the dierential operator dened by
O(f, g) : C∞([a, b]) −→ C∞([a, b])
x 7−→
p∑
i=0
(
fi ·
(
d
dt
)i
◦ gi
)(
x(•), . . . ,
(
d
dt
)k
x(•), •
)
,
(6)
where, for any funtion u : Rk+2 −→ R, any funtions x0, . . . , xk : [a, b] −→ R,
u (x0(•), . . . , xk(•), •) : [a, b] −→ R
t 7−→ u(x0(t), . . . , xk(t), t),
and, for any funtions f and g, (f · g)(t) = f(t) · g(t).
Now we extend this lass of operators with an operator whih generalizes d/dt.
Denition 1. Let D : C∞([a, b]) −→ C∞([a, b]) be a dierential operator. With the
previous notations, the D-embedding of O(f, g), denoted E(O(f, g),D), is dened by
E(O(f, g),D) : C∞([a, b]) −→ C∞([a, b])
x 7−→
p∑
i=0
(
fi · D
i ◦ gi
) (
x(•), . . . ,Dkx(•), •
)
.
We dene the ordinary dierential equation assoiated with O(f, g) by
O(f, g)(x) = 0, x ∈ C∞([a, b]). (7)
Denition 2. Let D : C∞([a, b]) −→ C∞([a, b]) be a dierential operator. With the
previous notations, the D-embedding of equation (7) is dened by
E(O(f, g),D)(x) = 0, x ∈ C∞([a, b]).
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3.2. Embedding of Lagrangian systems. We onsider a Lagrangian system, with La-
grangian L(x, v, t), t ∈ [a, b], and D : C∞([a, b]) −→ C∞([a, b]) a dierential operator.
The Lagrangian L an naturally lead to a dierential operator of the form (6)
O(1, L) : C∞([a, b]) −→ C∞([a, b])
x 7−→ L
(
x(•),
d
dt
x(•), •
)
.
Now we identify L and O(1, L).
The D-embedding of L, E(L,D), will be denoted Lˆ(D) or shortened into Lˆ,
Lˆ(D) : C∞([a, b]) −→ C∞([a, b])
x 7−→ L(x(•),D x(•), •).
In Lagrangian mehanis, the ation and its minima play a entral role. Let us dene
an ation suitable for the embedding formalism.
Denition 3. Let g : C∞([a, b]) −→ C∞([a, b]) be a mapping. The ation of g, denoted
A(g), is dened by
A(g) : C∞([a, b]) −→ R
x 7−→
∫ b
a
g(x)(t) dt.
For example, with the identiation L ≡ O(1, L), the ation of L is given by
A(L)(x) =
∫ b
a
L
(
x(t),
d
dt
x(t), t
)
dt.
Conerning the D-embedding of L, the assoiated ation is
A(Lˆ(D))(x) =
∫ b
a
L (x(t),Dx(t), t) dt.
The extremum of the assoiated ation to a Lagrangian system provides the equation of
motion of the system trough the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The ation A(L) is extremal in x if and only if x satises the Euler-Lagrange
equation, given by
∀t ∈ [a, b], ∂1L
(
x(t),
d
dt
x(t), t
)
−
d
dt
∂2L
(
x(t),
d
dt
x(t), t
)
= 0. (8)
Equation (8) is denoted EL(L). For the embedded Lagrangian, a onneted result states
the following.
Theorem 2. Under some appropriate variations of the ation (see [7℄), A(Lˆ(D)) is ex-
tremal in x if x satises the ausal Euler-Lagrange equation, given by
∀t ∈ [a, b], ∂1L(x(t),Dx(t), t)−D ∂2L(x(t),Dx(t), t) = 0. (9)
Equation (9) is denoted EL(Lˆ(D)). This leads to the following result.
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Theorem 3. In the ausal ase (i.e. with the appropriate variations of the ation), we
have the ommutative sheme,
EL(E(L,D)) ≡ E(EL(L),D).
This embedding proedure is qualied as oherent.
Proof. Equation (8) an be written in the form (7), with f = (1, 1) and g = (∂1L,−∂2L).
Its D-embedding is exatly (9).

4. Homogeneous frational embeddings
Let us now explain the two methods presented in the Introdution for the Lagrangian
sytems. We show that they are equivalent. Then we present what ould be a third method,
also equivalent, whih is farther from the philosophy of the embedding theory, but whih
makes frational onstants to appear.
Let L(x, v, t) be a Lagrangian, with t ∈ [a, b], and τ the time onstant introdued in the
previous part. The temporal dimensions of the variables x, v and t are respetively T 0,
T−1 and T .
4.1. Temporal nondimensionalization. Nondimensionalization is a widespread method
used in physis, partiularly in uid mehanis, to simplify equations and to exhib relevant
parameters. Conerning frational dynamis, the onstant τ introdued above seems phys-
ially relevant. In the following part, it is used to nondimensionalize equations aording
to the temporal dimension.
Denition 4. We note a˜ = a/τ and b˜ = b/τ . The temporal nondimensionalized La-
grangian, denoted Ln, evolving on the interval [a˜, b˜], is dened by
∀u ∈ [a˜, b˜], Ln(x, y, u) = L(x,
y
τ
, τu).
None of the variables of Ln has temporal dimension, whih justify the denomination. We
hoose here D = dα/dtα. As the new temporal evolution variable u has no dimension, the
lassial derivative aording to this new time, d/du, is also dimensionless, suh as dα/duα.
Therefore, the substitution d/du→ dα/duα does not break homogeneity anymore.
For example, if dα/dtα is taken as the Caputo derivative, dened by
s0D
α
s f(s) =
1
Γ(1− α)
∫ s
s0
(s− v)−αf ′(v) dv,
we see that if t0 and t have the dimension of a time, d
α/dtα = t0D
α
t is homogeneous to
T−α, whereas if u0 and u are dimensionless, d
α/duα = u0D
α
u is dimensionless.
The dα/duα-embedding of Ln, Lˆn (d
α/duα), is
Lˆn
(
dα
duα
)
: C∞([a˜, b˜]) −→ C∞([a˜, b˜])
x 7−→ Ln
(
x(•),
dα
duα
x(•), •
)
.
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For sake of lisibility, Lˆn (d
α/duα) will be shortened into Lˆn. It veries
∀x ∈ C∞([a˜, b˜]), ∀u ∈ [a˜, b˜], Lˆn(x)(u) = L
(
x(u), τ−1
dα
duα
x(u), τu
)
.
The assoiated ation to Lˆn is
A(Lˆn)(x) =
∫ b˜
a˜
Ln
(
x(u),
dα
duα
x(u), u
)
du
and leads to the following result.
Theorem 4. The Euler-Lagrange equation assoiated with the dα/duα-embedding of the
nondimensionalized Lagrangian Ln is given, in the ausal ase, by
∀u ∈ [a˜, b˜], ∂1Ln
(
x(u),
dα
duα
x(u), u
)
−
dα
duα
∂2Ln
(
x(u),
dα
duα
x(u), u
)
= 0, (10)
with x ∈ C∞([a˜, b˜]).
This is the equation of motion of the Lagrangian system whih Lagrangian is Ln, and
whih dynamis evolution is frational, aording to the operator dα/duα. The solution
x of (10) depends on the nondimensionalized evolution variable u. As dα/duα has no
dimension, equation (10) is learly homogeneous.
This method eludes the question of the dimension of the frational operator, and, by
modifying the Lagrangian variables (but not the Lagrangian itself), it leads to an homo-
geneous frational embedding. However, it oults the real dynamis, based on a real (i.e.,
dimensionalized) time. The following method will lift this veil.
4.2. Homogeneous frational derivative. The time onstant τ an be used to nondi-
mensionalize the temporal operator, but it also enables to build a frational operator whih
dimension remains T−1: τα−1dα/dtα. Therefore, this operator preserves the homogeneity
of the frational embedding. Let us detail the proedure.
We onsider the same initial Lagrangian L(x, v, t), with t ∈ [a, b]. Contrary to the
previous method, there is no need to dene a new Lagrangian nor a new evolution variable.
Now the dierential operator D beomes τα−1dα/dtα and ats on funtions whih depend
on the real time t.
The τα−1dα/dtα-embedding of L, Lˆ (τα−1dα/dtα) will be denoted Lˆh.
Lˆh : C
∞([a, b]) −→ C∞([a, b])
x 7−→ L
(
x(•), τα−1
dα
dtα
x(•), •
)
,
The assoiated ation A(Lˆh) veries
∀x ∈ C∞([a, b]), A(Lˆh)(x) =
∫ b
a
L
(
x(t), τα−1
dα
dtα
x(t), t
)
dt.
The equation of motion is now given by
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Theorem 5. The Euler-Lagrange equation assoiated with the (τα−1dα/dtα)-embedding of
L is given, in the ausal ase, by
∀t ∈ [a, b], ∂1L
(
x(t), τα−1
dα
dtα
x(t), t
)
− τα−1
dα
dtα
∂2L
(
x(t), τα−1
dα
dtα
x(t), t
)
= 0. (11)
In this method, the frational Euler-Lagrange equation and its solutions x depend of
the real time t, and all of the frational objets (variables, operator, Lagrangian, equation)
hold the same dimension as their lassial predeessors.
4.3. Equivalene between the two methods. Both of these two methods onstitute
homogeneous frational embeddings. Fortunately, if a quite natural ondition is respeted,
they turn out to be equivalent.
We suppose that the frational derivative dα/dtα veries the following ondition:
∀x ∈ C∞([a, b]), τα
dα
dvα
x(v)|v=t =
dα
duα
x˜(u)|u=t/τ , where x˜ : u 7→ x(uτ). (12)
This property is notably veried by the usual frational derivatives. For example, for
the Caputo derivative, we have
a˜D
α
u x˜(u) =
1
Γ(1− α)
∫ u
a˜
(u− v)−αx˜′(v) dv
=
1
Γ(1− α)
∫ uτ
a˜τ
(u−
s
τ
)−αx˜′(
s
τ
)
ds
τ
, s = vτ
=
τα−1
Γ(1− α)
∫ uτ
a
(uτ − s)−α(τx′(s)) ds
=
τα
Γ(1− α)
∫ t
a
(t− s)−αx′(s) ds, t = uτ
= ταaD
α
t x(t).
The two methods are related through the following result.
Theorem 6. If the frational operator dα/dtα respets ondition (12), then the two methods
are equivalent: x : t 7→ x(t) is solution of (11) if and only if x˜ : u 7→ x(uτ) is solution of
(10).
Proof. Partial derivatives of L and Ln verify
∂1Ln(x, y, u) = ∂1L
(
x,
y
τ
, uτ
)
, (13)
∂2Ln(x, y, u) =
1
τ
∂2L
(
x,
y
τ
, uτ
)
. (14)
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From (12), (13) and (14), we infer
∂1Ln
(
x˜(u),
dα
duα
x˜(u), u
)
= ∂1L
(
x(t), τα−1
dα
dtα
x(t), t
)
,
∂2Ln
(
x˜(u),
dα
duα
x˜(u), u
)
=
1
τ
∂2L
(
x(t), τα−1
dα
dtα
x(t), t
)
,
whih proves that (10) and (11) are similar.

Therefore, if ondition (12) is veried, nondimensionalized solution u ∈ [a/τ, b/τ ] 7→ x˜(u)
of (10) an be redimensionalized into t ∈ [a, b] 7→ x˜(t/τ), solution of the dimensionalized
and equivalent equation (11).
4.4. Frational onstants. In various litterature dealing with frational equations using
the operator dα/dtα (homogeneous to T−α), homogeneity is sometimes preserved by in-
troduing frational onstants (see [9℄ for example). For a wide lass of Lagrangians, the
dα/dtα-embedding of a modied Lagrangian leads to a homogeneous frational equation
involving frational onstants.
We onsider the same Lagrangian system as above. The temporal dimension of L is here
denoted T n0 (n0 = −2 in most of the ases). We suppose that L is equal to its Laurent
series in the variable v,
L(x, v, t) =
∑
i∈Z
ai fi(x, t) v
i, (15)
where [ai] = T
i+n0
. The funtions fi have hene no temporal dimension.
Using the frational operator τα−1dα/dtα, we obtain for any funtion x ∈ C∞([a, b])
L
(
x(t), τα−1
dα
dtα
x(t), t
)
=
∑
i∈Z
ai fi(x, t)
(
τα−1
dα
dtα
x(t)
)i
=
∑
i∈Z
ai fi(x, t)τ
i(α−1)
(
dα
dtα
x(t)
)i
=
∑
i∈Z
a¯i fi(x, t)
(
dα
dtα
x(t)
)i
, with a¯i = ai τ
i(α−1).
The dimension of a¯i is [a¯i] = T
iα+n0
. With this frational dimension, those oeients
an be onsidered as frational onstants.
We an form a new Lagrangian with those onstants.
Denition 5. For a Lagrangian L(x, v, t) =
∑
i∈Z ai fi(x, t) v
i
, the frational Lagrangian,
denoted Lf , is dened by
Lf (x, v, t) =
∑
i∈Z
a¯i fi(x, t) v
i.
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The dα/dtα-embedding of Lf , denoted Lˆf , veries
Lˆf : C
∞([a, b]) −→ C∞([a, b])
x 7−→
∑
i∈Z
a¯ifi(x(•), •)
(
dα
dtα
x(•)
)i
.
Hene we have
Lˆ
(
τα−1
dα
dtα
)
= Lˆf
(
dα
dtα
)
, (16)
whih leads to
Theorem 7. The Euler-Lagrange equation assoiated with the dα/dtα-embedding of Lf is
given, in the ausal ase, by
∀t ∈ [a, b],
∑
i∈Z
a¯i∂1fi(x, t)
(
dα
dtα
x(t)
)i
− i a¯i
dα
dtα
(
fi(x, t)
dα
dtα
x(t)
)i−1
= 0, (17)
with x ∈ C∞([a, b]).
With relation (16), we infer the following result.
Theorem 8. If ondition (15) is veried, the (τα−1dα/dtα)-embedding of Lf and the
dα/dtα-embedding of Lf are equivalent,
EL
(
E
(
L, τα−1
dα
dtα
))
≡ EL
(
E
(
Lf ,
dα
dtα
))
, (18)
E
(
EL(L), τα−1
dα
dtα
)
≡ E
(
EL(Lf ),
dα
dtα
)
. (19)
In the ausal ase, we have besides (18) ≡ (19).
One veries that equation (17) is homogeneous: inhomogenity of the operator dα/dtα
is ounterbalaned by the frational onstants a¯i. However, the homogeneity problem is
here only shifted: Lf (x(t), d/dt x(t), t) and EL(Lf ) are now inhomogeneous. Furthermore,
the physial relevane of Lf is disutable, and this Lagrangian may appear as an ad ho
onstrution to obtain homogeneous frational equations. In this sense, this third method
does not t with an underlying idea of the embedding theory. For any Lagrangian system,
its Lagrangian is independant of the dynamis: it is only the hoie of the evolution
operator, i.e. the temporal derivative, whih onditions the dynamis of the system.
Finally, it seems that the seond method is the most relevant homogeneous frational
embedding.
5. Natural Lagrangian systems
5.1. General ase. An illustration of those methods is given here with the most wide-
spread type of Lagrangians: the natural ones.
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Denition 6. We onsider an autonomous Langrangian system with Lagrangian L(x, v),
evolving on a temporal interval [a, b]. L is a natural Lagrangian if it an be written as
L(x, v) =
1
2
mv2 − V (x), (20)
where m is the mass of the system, 1
2
mv2 is the kineti energy, and V (x) the potential
energy. The temporal dimension of L is T−2.
We introdue a time onstant τ , and we apply now the three embeddings to those
systems.
5.1.1. Temporal nondimensionalization. We denote a˜ = a/τ and b˜ = b/τ .
The new Lagrangian is
Ln(x, y) = L
(
x,
y
τ
)
=
1
2τ 2
my2 − V (x),
and its embedding veries
∀x ∈ C∞([a˜, b˜]), ∀u ∈ [a˜, b˜], Lˆn(x)(u) =
1
2τ 2
m
(
dα
duα
x(u)
)2
− V (x(u)) .
The assoiated ation is
A(Lˆn)(x) =
∫ b˜
a˜
Ln
(
x(u),
dα
duα
x(u)
)
du
=
∫ b˜
a˜
1
2τ 2
m
(
dα
duα
x(u)
)2
− V (x(u)) du,
and the Euler-Lagrange equation, in the ausal ase, turns into
∀u ∈ [a˜, b˜],
m
τ 2
d2α
du2α
x(u) + V ′ (x(u)) = 0.
5.1.2. Homogeneous frational derivative. The initial Lagrangian remains inhanged. Its
embedding is now
∀x ∈ C∞([a, b), ∀t ∈ [a, b], Lˆh(x)(t) =
1
2
mτ 2(α−1)
(
dα
dtα
x(t)
)2
− V (x(t)) ,
the ation is given by
A(Lˆh)(x) =
∫ b
a
L
(
x(t), τα−1
dα
dtα
x(t), t
)
dt
=
∫ b
a
1
2
mτ 2α−2
(
dα
dtα
x(t)
)2
− V (x(t)) dt,
and the ausal Euler-Lagrange equation is
∀t ∈ [a, b], mτ 2(α−1)
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + V ′ (x(t)) = 0. (21)
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5.1.3. With frational onstants. Let x0 be a position suh as V (x0) 6= 0. The potential
energy an hene be written as V (x) = a0 f0(x, t), with a0 = V (x0), whih temporal
dimension is T−2, and f0(x, t) = V (x)/V (x0), whih is dimensionless.
The Lagrangian (20) an therefore be expressed in the form (15), with
• ai = 0 for i < 0,
• a0 = V (x0), f0(x, t) =
V (x)
V (x0)
,
• a1 = 0,
• a2 = m, f2(x, t) =
1
2
,
• aj = 0 for j > 2.
The frational onstants are
• a¯0 = a0 = V (x0),
• a¯2 = a2 τ
2(α−1) = mτ 2(α−1),
and lead to the new frational Lagrangian
Lf(x, v) =
1
2
mτ 2(α−1)v2 − V (x).
The assoiated ation is dened by
A(Lˆf)(x) =
∫ b
a
1
2
mτ 2(α−1)
(
dα
dtα
x(t)
)2
− V (x(t)) dt.
Its extremum provides the following Euler-Lagrange equation:
∀t ∈ [a, b], mτ 2(α−1)
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + V ′ (x(t)) = 0,
whih is similar to (21).
Now, let us solve those equations in the ase of the harmoni osillator.
5.2. Harmoni osillator. This system has already been studied in the frational ase
(see [11, 14, 12℄).
The harmoni osillator is a natural Lagrangian system whih Lagrangian L is given by:
L(x, v) =
1
2
mv2 −
1
2
kx2, (22)
with [x] = L, [v] = LT−1, [m] = M et [k] = M T−2.
As above, we introdue a time onstant τ (whih is a priori not linked with
√
m/k).
We arbitrarily hoose here the Caputo derivative for the frational operator dα/dtα.
5.2.1. Temporal nondimensionalization. The nondimensionalized Lagrangian Ln is:
Ln(x, y) =
1
2τ 2
my2 −
1
2
kx2.
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Its embedding, Lˆn(x)(u) =
1
2τ2
m (dα/duα x(u))2 − 1
2
kx(u)2 leads to the following Euler-
Lagrange equation:
∀u ∈ [a˜, b˜],
m
τ 2
d2α
du2α
x(u) + k x(u) = 0.
With the usual notation ω =
√
k/m, we obtain
∀u ∈ [a˜, b˜],
d2α
du2α
x(u) + (ωτ)2x(u) = 0.
The (nondimensionalized) solution, denoted xn, is given by
∀u ∈ [a˜, b˜], xn(u) = xn(a˜)E2α
(
−(ωτ)2(u− a˜)2α
)
,
where, for λ > 0, Eλ is the Mittag-Leer funtion dened on C by
∀z ∈ C, Eλ(z) =
∞∑
k=0
zk
Γ(λk + 1)
.
The dimensionalized solution, denoted xd, is hene
∀t ∈ [a, b], xd(t) = xn(
t
τ
) = xd(a)E2α
(
−ω2τ 2(1−α)(t− a)2α
)
.
One veries that the argument of the Mittag-Leer funtion is dimensionless.
5.2.2. Homogeneous frational derivative. The embedded Lagrangian Lˆh, given by
Lˆh =
1
2
mτ 2(α−1)
(
dα
dtα
x(t)
)2
− k x(t)2,
provides the equation
∀t ∈ [a, b], mτ 2(α−1)
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + k x(t) = 0. (23)
Introduing ω, we obtain
∀t ∈ [a, b],
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + ω2τ 2(1−α)x(t) = 0,
whih admits the solution xh dened by
xh(t) = xh(a)E2α
(
−ω2τ 2(1−α)(t− a)2α
)
.
One veries that xn = xh.
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5.2.3. With frational onstants. The Lagrangian (22) an be written as (15), with
• a0 = k, f0(x, t) =
1
2
x2,
• a1 = 0,
• a2 = m, f2(x, t) =
1
2
,
• ai = 0 for i ≥ 3.
The frational onstants are given by
• a¯0 = k,
• a¯2 = a2 τ
2(α−1) = mτ 2(α−1).
The assoiated frational Lagrangian, Lf , is
Lf (x, v) =
1
2
mτ 2(α−1)v2 −
1
2
k x2.
We obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation,
∀t ∈ [a, b], mτ 2(α−1)
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + k x(t) = 0,
whih is similar to equation (23).
5.2.4. Comparison with the inhomogeneous frational embedding. If we diretly apply the
frational embedding presented in [4℄ to the Lagrangian (22), we obtain
d2α
dt2α
x(t) + ω2x(t) = 0. (24)
The temporal dimension of d2α/dt2α x(t) is T−2α, whereas for ω2x(t), it is T−2.
The solution xi of (24) is
xi(t) = xi(a)E2α
(
−ω2(t− a)2α
)
.
The argument of the Mittag-Leer funtion is T 2(α−1), whereas it should be dimension-
less.
6. Conlusion
With the rst two embeddings presented above (temporal nondimensionalization and
homogeneous frational derivative), it beomes possible to preserve homogeneity of em-
bedded equations. Both of them lead to the same frational equation. Therefore, from
any Lagrangian system, it is possible to onstrut a frational equation whih respets two
fundamental physial priniples: homogeneity and least ation priniple.
To do so, a time onstant τ has to be introdued. Similarly to the frational exponent α,
this parameter is not dened by the equation itself. Contrary to the nondimensionalization
of lassial equations, frational solutions depend on τ (see the example of the harmoni
osillator). This time onstant is hene more than a alulus intermediary: it onditions the
dynamis of the system. Its physial relevane seems as muh important as the onstants
of the initial equation. To sum up, a frational equation should be haraterized by two
parameters: the frational exponent α and the time onstant τ .
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So as to understand the physial meaning of this harateristi time, it may be useful
to set the ontext in whih suh equations arise. In [5, 13℄, the frational aspet of the
dynamis appears only on long time sales. At a mirosopi level, the dynamis is lassial
and evolves aording to a mirosopi time, but when one zooms out at a marosopi
level, ruled by a new marosopi time, the frational aspet may emerge. It might be
through the relation between these two time sales that the time onstant τ may appear.
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